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Infosys Consulting is the global management and technology consulting practice of

Infosys, a global leader in technology services and consulting. We combine the power of

time-tested methodologies, people-driven innovation and disruptive technology to enable

leaders of the world's top brands to pursue a path of smart transformation. Together with our

clients, and internal and external partners, we co-create and execute pragmatic

strategies and solutions that transform organizations and define the future of business. Our

dynamically growing consultancy offers our consultants: We have offices in over 20 countries.

Our Australia hub offices are located in Sydney, Melbourne, and Canberra. Visit

http://www.infosysconsultinginsights.com or reach us at ****** for more information. Infosys

Consulting is currently seeking an overall SAP EWM Functional consultant, who has a

minimum of 3 E2E SAP EWM implementation experience preferably with IT OT integration

experience in a manufacturing / CPG / Retail sector. Responsible for the overall and site-

specific process and technology architecture including IT OT integrations to Automation

products like Swisslog, Dematic, etc. The said resource will be the owner of the overall

EWM National architecture for the ANZ region and will have to heavily rely on the counterparts

on the process design, alignment to business objectives, and process KPIs. The project is

being carried out in a National Template design and multi-site rollout plan including template

simplification and rollouts, retrofitting sites, Swisslog Apps, and Infra refresh, and

coordinating with various internal and external stakeholders for dependent projects, milestone,

deliverables tracking and reporting. Requirements SAP EWM Consultant – Inbound SAP

EWM implementation experience – 7 + years Overall experience – 15 + years Good
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understanding of warehousing processes Solution design and architecting for below

mentioned processes. Experience in EWM configuration and business processes of

inbound. Inbound process – Inbound process – Search sequence, put away strategy.

RF device set up and development - POSC / LOSC settings Benefits We welcome

applications from all members of society irrespective of age, sex, disability, sexual orientation, race,

religion, or belief. We make recruiting decisions based on your experience, skills, and

personality. We believe that employing a diverse workforce is the right thing to do and is

central to our success. We offer you great opportunities within a dynamically growing

consultancy. You will elaborate and deliver best practice solutions and will be able to further

develop your solution design, implementation, and project 2 management skills. At Infosys

Consulting you will discover a truly global culture, highly dedicated and motivated

colleagues, a cooperative work environment, and interesting training opportunities
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